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patented Invention that may in any way be related thereto.
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Documentation Center (DDC), (formerly ASTIA), Camero.i Station, Bldg. 5,
5010 Duke Street, Alex".ndrla, Virginia, 22314.

This report has been released to the Office of Technical Services,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C., for sale to the
general public.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the General Electric Company. Light
Military Electronics Department, Johnson City, New York, on Air Force
Contract No. AF33(657)11318, "Analytical Investigation ef Control Require-
ments for High Speed, Low Altttudp Penetration. " The contract was initiated
under Proiect 8226, F ilght Control System Techniques for Stabilization,
Control and Recovery of Advanced Vehicles; Task No. 822601, Advanced
Flight Stautlizat:on SytLc.-. Thc wrk wa'-dminister'd under
the direction of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Research and Technology
Division of the Air Force Systems Command, with Mr. Duane Rubertus as
Project Engineer. The investigation was conducted from July 1, 1963 to
May 10, 1964.

This report contains unclassified extracts from FDL-TDR-64-99 having
the same title.

Principal contributors to this study were Messrs. R. B. Oh~nmacht,
R. P. Quinlivan, J. D. Snyder, G. Tye, and H. H. Westerholt.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this work was investigation of control requirements for
high speed, low altitude penetration.

The course of action taken made use of a moderately sophisticated
simulation of all elements of the automatic control of an aircraft in pitch.
The control techniques which were used are a departure in concept from
those popularly used to date.

Evaluation of the simulated system performance was the chief means
of system analysis. The evaluations were made using four terrain samples,
and included seventeen combinations of aircraft configuration and flight con-

Sditions, gust disturbances, and radar errors. A limited evaluation of manual
control was made.

In the interests of brevity and the desire to keep this *Report Brief"
unclassified, specific results have not been included.

it is concluded that the conceptual approach and techniques studied
promise to give advanced automatic terrain following systems with superior
performance in real environments without adjustment for changes in flight
dynamics or terrain characteristics.

This Technical Documentary Report has been review-ed and is approved.

/ A
W,._A_. 5oan, Jdi,
Colonel USAF .'

Acting Chief, Fllgiit Control Divitsion
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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SYMBOLS

AD desired acceleration, ft/sec 2

D, A indicates a digital to analog conversion function

h aircraft altitude relative to fixed reference, feet

hc aircraft altitude relative to the terrain, feet

hd desired trajectory altitude relative to fixed reference, feet(used to designate a function of forward time)

hT terrain altitude relative to fixed reference, feet

ho minimum clearance altitude command, feet

H D desired trajectory altitude, feet
(used to designate a function ot reverse time)

HT terrain altitude relative to fixed reference,-feet
(used to designate a function of reverse time)

Ah basic increment of altitude used in digital fwnctions, feet

k I computed altitude command for terrain following, feet

K gain of acceleration transfer f-anction

K1  computed altitude command for terraL' following, feet
(used to designate a function of reverse time)

K,

K12 feedback gain terms

K13

m control signal, ft,/sec" or g

2n aircraft normal acceleration, ft.'sec or g

. Laplace transform variable

t time. seconds
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

T time constant, general, seconds

V aircraft ground velocity, ft/sec

V desired vertical velocity, It/secD

7 ureverse time variable, seconds

future time variable, seconds

7 fixed interval of time, seconds

0 9 acceleration error weight factor

cn altitude error weighting factor

altitude rate error weighting factor

( ") time derivative

( ") second time derivative

" ) third time derivrative
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Section 1

INTRODUC TION

The advantages of low-altitude, high-speed penetration result from the
difficulties in detection and short response time imposed on enemy defenses.
Previous studies have shown that the vulnerability of a high subsonic or super-
sonic terrain following aircraft is approximately proportional to average
clearance altitude. For any particular pre-planned mission, vulnerability
to enemy defenses would therefore be minimized by minimizing average
terrain clearance.

Because of the limited capability of equipment such as radars and radio
altimeters, a certain minimum clearance, dependent upon the particular
sensor accuracies and on the particular terrain following system, is to be
maintained in order to have an acceptable probability of avoiding *clobber*.

The conflicting requirements of minimum average clearance, subject to
an absolutE, instantaneous clearance, limited vertical acceleration, and lim-
ited frequency of vertical acceleration present a tradeoff or "optimization*
problem of considerable difliculty.

Because the duration of the terrain following flight might be an hour or
more, because the pilot's attention must also include other aspects of the
mission, and because of increased performance capability, it is necessary
that the terrain following system be automatic for the major portion of the
mission It has been argued that a well trained pilot can accomplish better
performance than an automatic system. These conclusions are drawn from
performance of particular systems, however, and there is no reason why an
automatic system cannot provide equal, if not beter performance than can
be obtained manually if the proper approach to the control problem is taken.

Some form of radar sensor is obviously needed to detect the terrain
profile along the projected flige-t path if acceptable and safe terrain following
performance is to be realized under aUl conditions of weather and over any
terrain. A great deal of time and effort has been devoted to this sensor prob-
lem.

It has not been apparent, however, how this radar sensor may best be
used to control the longitudinal motion of the aircraft through all variations
of its dynamics so as to real.ze a minimum average clearance. It is desira-
ble to accomplish such control within specified limits of stress on the aircraft
and crew, within acceptable limits of flight safety, and over all terrain wilhout
system modification or adjustment. It is this latter problem to which the
effort reported here has been primarily directed.
Manuscript re"leae-by the authors June 1, 1964, for publication as an PTO)
Technical Documentary Report.



i This 'Report Brief" is an extraction from the Final Technical Reporthaving the same title. All the details of Simulation and Results have been
omitted.

The specific technical effort covered by this report was conducted fromI July '63 to 10 M~ay '64.
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Section 2

THE CONTROL PROBLEM

The basic problem to wh Ich th is report is addressed is that of controllingthe altitude of a high performance aircraft with specified dynamics, and withlimited altitude acceleration. It is a particularly difficult controlproblem inthat the vehicle must be continuously maneuvered wýith relatively large pen-alties for altitude errors, either positive or negative. In addition to beinglimited in amplitude, altitude acceleration must be maintained as smooth aspracticable in order to minimize pilot fatigue.

Although the preceding statements are essentiallyaxiomatic, they implya fundamental requirement for this control problem, i.e., that ofprediction.U, for Instance, unlimited acceleration were available (and permissible), theproblem would be primarily one of maximizing the gain-bandwidth of an outer-loop closed on altitude. However, since acceleration is rather severelyrestricted, a prior knowledge of the altitude objective in considerable detailIs an essential requirement of the control system if the desired altitude pro-file Is to be realized with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

Fortunately, in this case, it is possible to acquire a good estimate ofa desired altitude trajectory for a substantla! time in the future on the basisof measurements obtained by a forward looking radar. Altitude performancedepends not only upon the accuracy of the radar measurements, but upon theaccuracy to which the vehicle dynamic.s may be predicted, and upon theaccuracy to which the present state (attitude, altitude, etc. ) of the vehiclecan be measured. It Is to be emphasized that altitude performance (accuracy)can be maintained in the presence of significant errors in many of thesemeasurements if sufficient additional acceleration Is allowable. No treat-ment of terrain following performance Is therefore, complete with a consid-eration of an altitude profile alone, but must be considered simultaneously.with the resultant acceleration and required measurement accuracies.

I/4
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Section 3

CONTROL APPROACH

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The approach selected for this system Is based upon the concept that
the determination of a desired altitude trajectory h , and the control of the

aircraft are separable problems. Although this wil not be entirely true in
the re3ultant system, it will be shown to be a good approximation, and per-
mits considerable simplification in the contro! system synthesis. In addition,
this approach permitted the generation of a desired altitude trajectory to be
calzried out without the complication of simultaneously considering control
system stability.

Assume, for the present, that the desired altitude trajectory, hd(J),

Is known relative to the terrain altitude, hT(w.) as shown in Figure I

Present absolute (inertial) altitude is denoted by h(t) and present

IC

!~1 ,u tPa t = t.V
it =r 17 SO

Figure 1. Iillstration cf Nomenclature

clearance by h (t). Independent variables k and g represent present andfutureC

times, respectively, and - representsatime proportionalto maximum range. The
symbol (?7) is a time variable runningfrom maximum range (time) tozero range (•ir

A requiremrrnt for the synthesis of the control system Is a model of the
vehicle dynamics to be controlled. It is assumed that the basic form of the
aircraft inner loop dynamics are fixed by other considerations such as pilo.
handling qualities and that unlimited freedom is not available in the specific
form of the inner loop transfer function. It will be shown subsequently that
the inner loap may be represented either by a simple pole or a damped-
quadratic for the two types of stability augmentation systems cons.-dered.

5



T'he majority of the results reported are based uporn the first order model of
the stability augmented aircraft, although a ccmplete derivation for the second-
order model was carried out and reported in the Ist Technical Progress Report.
Figure 2 depicts the assumed form of dynamics for the subsequent discussion.

IhobS) hT(s)

Figure 2. Vehicle Dynamics

The synthesis of an 'optimum" control system requires that some
Index-of-performance to be maximized or minimized be defined. An in-
stantaneous error measure of the forra of equation (1) is postulated.

H [h C(t), h (t), h(t), mr(t)j Oh {[hd(t)- hT t)1-hc(t)I 2

+**[VD(t) -h(t)J 2 . g [AD(t) - j 2 m(t)J 2  (1)

This form represents the more general control problem where specific verti-
cal velocity (VD(t) and acceleration (AD(t) functions are known and inclu•:Vd.

Equation (1) representa only an instantaneous measure of control sy3t,.!n
error. A more realistic index of performarce would be the integral of equa-
tion (I) over a period of time. Since the effects of control can only be
realized in future time, it is logical to seek that contzol system which mini-
mizes the integral of equation (1) over aUl future time for which hd(P) is known,

i.e., from present time, t, to t + 7. Thus, in order to determine the 'opti-
mum' system, a control signal which Is an explicit function of the measurable-
state slgr.• as and which mLbirnzes the integral of equation (1) Is to be ottaLned.
It is essential that the control signal be determined as an explicit function of
measurable state signals since a feed-ack type of control is rradatory.

The minimization of the integral of equation (1) is carrIed out in
"Append.x I of the Fir.al Tt-chnical Rep-zrt and leads to a contro: equation
of Uie f:)rm, ýf equation ,r2).

me(t) k, (t)- K1 1 h(t) - K12 h(t) - K 3h (t) (2)

11



A block diagram of equation (2) is shown In Figure 3 in a somewhatmore conventional form.

K13  + K K1 , f : f

Figure 3. Basic Form of Optimum Control System
k T(t)

k, (t)
The inpu signal in Figure 3, t , is a command clearance which

K13
is time varying and as shown in Appendix A, is obtained as a solution toequations t3), (4), and (5), where q7 denotes reverse time and evaluation is
required at q = 7, or present time.

d , 7 H (7 K K 2(,+ H K (,+ H.

"• [ 3I 13 T3

(3)d K2 K1) 2 IK
+ H 1 3 K T (-7 +H ( 07)

, HTr (17)J (4)

d K (( 7) K (H )+)Ij -Xj 3.j • "T , 1 = - • I £--T ??J,•,D-: 11 •
T ~~K12 K ( ) -H (7

A block diagram of a systern to :3olve equations (3), (4) and (5) is shownin Figure 4 Note that these are referred to as K-equations.

7



K13 K '•SAM PLE( + ND

9JqOL0S,------

FIgure 4. Block Diagram of "K-Equations"

In order that the solution be useful the mechanization must be fast-timescaled. A solution must be obtained before the aircraft's velocity has causeda significant change in its position.
It In of interest to note that the dynamics depicted in Figure 4 are thesame, except for a difference in form, as those of the altitude loop shownIn Figure 3 . Ob•aining a solution to equations (3) through (5) is thusequivalent to flying a model of the dynamics In Figure 3 backwards overthe desired altitude trajectory. The difference between the solution toequations (3) through (5) and the terraln- atltude, H. (17) Is then a commandclearance which lags the required clearance in reveT'se time, and thereforeleads the required clearance in forward time. Moreover, the time varyingsolution is not only valid for present time, but for a distance Wnto the futureconsistent with the accuracy of the radar-measutred terrain. This latterconclusion Is Particularily significant in that it is possible to obtain acontinuous command input even though the basic Information (forward ter-rain) is sampled periodically (at radar frame time).

An addLttonal necessary condition for the minimizatIon of the integralof equation (1) is that the following set of algebraic equations be satisfied(Appendix A):

0 +2 K 12 - K12 =o 
(7)

2

""h -K13 2
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These equations permit the gains, K1 1 , K1 2 , and K13 , In Figure 3to be determined in terms of the weighting factors (tradeoff consideration),Oh, 0j3 and 9g. It is apparent that speclfication of the inner loop time con.

stant, T, from other considerations does not allow complete freedom ofchoice in these weighting factors. In fact, the gain K1l may be determinedby inspection of Figures 2 and 3 to be I/T. Since altitude rate Is not of
direct concern dynamically, a logical choice for oý is zero. The remainingdegree of freedom allows either _ or 0 , or a functional relationship be-tweer. 0h and 0g to be chosen. Sine eb~asic tradeoff is altitude error for
vertical acceleration, the ratio of 0 to 0h is a logical choice. The ratiochosen for the majority of the simu tIon results was

113 ft 2 2= 12. 3 9

Gains in the altitude loop~and In equations 3, 4, 5) are, for the choice
of equation (9),

K1  = 2 radians/sec

K 12 0.8 f/sec2 /(10)
0.= It/sct/secI

-,C2-3  0. 3 ft/sec/ft.

The selection of K1, = 2 rad/sec, represents a median of all the flightconditions and aircraft configuratlons with the self-adaptive stabilityaugmentation assumed.

GENERATION OF DESIRED ALTrTuDE TRAJ.CTORr

Generation of the desired altitude trajectory, 01d), is the mostsigniflcant remaining area where performance can be greatly affected, andwhich is crltlcal in determining ultimate complexity. This area Is discussedi
in detail below.

9



J The generation of certain portions of an acceleration-limited trajectory
is relatively straight forward. Consider the terrain depicted in Figure 5
Henceforth, the offset clearance, hOPJ Shd + h°0

-DIRECTION OF1 --- GENERATING d

t '

Figure 5. hd Generation, Front Side

will be disregarded since this constant can be introduced again at any time.
The only problem of concern here is the time-varying(or distance-varying)
component of hd relative to h The terrain profile, H1TO is scanned in

time sequence from mnaximum range down to zero range. Certainly near
the tops of hills (as shown In Figure 5 ) the desired altitude trajectory is
simply the acceleration limited profile (dotted line). This portion of Hd is

generated by simply imposing a hard limit on negative acceleration in a
wide-bandwidth, second-order tracker which otherwise follows HT with

negligible errors. The hard limit on negative acceleration is imposed only
when the slope of HT (r1) is less than or equal to zero.

It is obviously not possible for the aircra.ft to fly a trajectory whose
first derivative is discontinuous as is the case4 where H (rq) Intersects HT(77)
near the bottom of the hill. However, the dynamic prediction will smooth
this "corner' in Hd by giving up positive altitude error. Thus, even though

the portion of the desired altitude trajectory which requires positive accel-
eration is not generated, the system tends to fill In this part in a safe man-
ner. In order to restrict the pc.itive acceleration to a reasonable value,
however, it is necessary to Limit the rnm.:.imum negative slope of Hd(77) as

well. The specific limit depends upon the choice of weighting factors
0

(-L.) and for those chosen, (12. 3), the limri.ng rate on Hd (1/) is approximately
hd

100 fps, independent of speed.

When the terrain is sloping downward, as depicted In !g u ure 6 , the
desired altitude trajectory Is initially a negative acceleration-.ý>-ted

10



I
trajectory similar to that shown in Figure 5 . The generation of this pox-tonoh d requires that hT read out in forward time sequence.

I- -

t '

Figure 6. hd Generation, Back Side

To accomplish this would require additional storage. A simplerapproach is obtained by observing that this is precisely the path (initially)that the aircraft would fly if hd were made equal to hT in this region and a
negative acceleration limit were imposed upon the control. In the vicinityo the point where the aircraft approaches the terrain (rather h feet above
the terrain) the altitude loop comes out of saturation and settles out as itnormally would in response to an altitude error. It is also necessary, inthis latter case, to limit the command altitude rate in order to restrict themaximum positive acceleration in the pull-out. Again, for the ratio of
g'/Oh chosen, the limiting altitude rate is approximately 100 FPS, inde-

pendent of speed.

Although the introduction of negative acceleration and decent ratelimits in the altitude loop permit a more simple generation of hd, this
sizmpLiflcatlon leads to a difficulty. Since Hd (07) and HT(77) are identical
when hT(Y) z-o (consideration of h0 notwithstanding), the relatively large
change in HJ•r near the top of a hill cannot be fo~lwed by the altitude loopand is smoothed in much the same manner as the pull-up corner (Figure 5except that this smoothing leads to a negative clearance error which can bein the order of 100 feet depending upon the lower scan-limit of the radar.The lower scan-limit is representative of a worde case terrain-decent ratesince terrain slcpes greater than this limit can not be seen. To removethis negative clearance error without resortLng to add~tlonal complexity ingenerating hd, the gains of the K-equations (3), (4), (5)) were increased tyan order of magnitude whenever H (77) is increabing (back sides of hills) soas to prevent the cc irnand clearauce from ever becoming negative. Themanner in which this is accomplished is discussed later. This technique

_i



prevents the system from undercutting the desired altitude trajectory byany significant amount, but at the expense of removing prediction on down-ward sloping terrain. Such an approach is safe from the standpoint ofclobber, but suffers in that mean clearance must necessarily increasp.
The introduction of the non-linearities just discussed are not fundamen-tal to the basic approach, Wut were included rather than resort to additionalcomplexity at this stage of the system development. Although the additionalcomplexity required to generate a more realistic desired altitude trajectoryis not large in terms of additional equipment, the time schedule did not per-mit the incorporation of a forward-time readout in the simulation facility.As a consequence, the results reported are those obtained with nori-hnearK-equations, and with negative acceleration and decent-rate limits in thealtitude loop.

12



Section 4

SIMULATION FACILITY

The simulation facility used for this study was composed of a combination of special purpose digital equipment, a standard analog computer, andsome interface equipment.

The forward-looking radar, radio altimeter, and part of the commandgeneration were constructed from digital building blocks. The remainder o)the command-generation was done with 2 Phllbrick operational manifoldswhich included a total of 17 operational amplifiers. The airc-.•ft was simu-lated on an Electroni. 3 Associates Model 31-R analog computer. Figure 7Is a block diagram of this facility.

The portions of the simulator other than the analog computer werehoused L- 2 standard instrument racks. The digital equipment included 14glass delay lines for memory, and approximately 350 logic modules. Eachlogic module contains either one flip flop or two NOR circuits. The Philbricmanifolds were also mounted in these racks. See Figure 8.

13
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Section 5

SIMULATION RESULTS

1NTRODUr TION

The physical forms of the actual data obtained from the simulation
were of two kinds. The first and largest quantity was taken by conventional
traces of system variables on an eight channel, Model, Mark 200 Brush
Recorder. The second class of data was taken in digital form with special
equipment; which is a part of the computer laboratory facility. This equip-
ment works in conjunction with an IBM 1620 computer to make an analog-
to-digital conversion and punches the data on standard cards. The data taken
were: aircraft clearance altitude, normal acceleration at the center-of-
gravity and normal acceleration at the pilot's location.

The digital data taken were used with the IBM 1620 computer to make
the following reductions.

A. Minimum Clearance
B. Maximum Acceleration at pilot
C. Root mean square acceleration at pilot
D. Root mean square acceleration at c. g.
E. Average Clearance
F. Cumulative Distribution Clearance
G. Cumulative Distribution Acceleration at pilot
H. Auto Correlation Function of Acceleration at pilot

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Terrain following performance can be quantitatively measured in a
number of ways, but no generally accepted standard of total system per-
formance exists at the present time. Most performance measures that
have been suggested are useful primarily in evaluating the effects of
variations in system parameters or in comparing the performance of one
approach vs. another. The format of the data presented in the final report
is not intended to suggest any universal performance measure, but to
describe the pertinent results in a reasonably concise manner.

The two most significant measurements used to describe system
Lehavior ari clearance altitude and normal (approximately vertical) accel-
eration. Average clearance altitude Is quite generally accepted as a meas-
ure of vulnerability at a specific speed over a specific terrain. A measure
of the likelihood of collision with the terrain is obtained from the distribution
of the lower clearance altitudes. Proba•bility-of-clobber, as obtained from

17



the cumulative distribution of clearance assumes that the distribution ofclearances, as extrapolated below the least measured clearance altitude
is gaussian. For the system Investigated, a specific minimum clearancefor the worst case condition can be found in the absence of system =nl-functions, or random sensor errors. As an absolute number, proIbality-of-clobber has no real significance In such a case. As a relative number,for the purpose of examining the effects of parameter variations, however;3 probbi lity-of-clobber is a useful measure. For evalu.tion of flight safetyas It is effected by stochastic error sources, such an those of the radar,altimeter, gyros, accelerometers, or as effected by equipment reliability,probability-of-clobber has significance in an absolute sense.

The principal purpose in recording vertical acceleration is to obtaina measure of pilot comfort (or discomfort). A great deal of study has beenconducted by a number of investigators to otaain a standard of riding qualityfor the low altitude mission. Although no one number Is a sufficient Indexfor a particular run, many studies apparently agree that both magnitude andspectral characteristics of the acceleration, as well as duration of exposure,are required to obtain an adequate mea-sure of the ride.
Since the pilot is not only sensitive to magnitude (and direction) ofacceleration but the frequency at which the various levels of accelerationoccur, a histogram of acceleration for several representative runs havebeen included In the final report. Digital data recording and processing timewould have been prohibitive to obtain this data on aUl runs.

A most Informative data on acceleration appears to be the auto cor-relation function since this presents not only the mean-square acceleration,but a measuLre of the high frequency content of the forces acting on the pilot.Although the power spectral density is perhaps a more common measure,the auto correlation function was simpler to obtain from the digital data andcontains the same intrinsic informaitcn. Here again this measure has notattained the stature c( a standard and is therefore useful only for comparative
evaluation.

EXTENT OF RESULTS OBTAINED( The full report includes data as a result of study into the following
areas of terrain following (T. F.):

1. Effects of flight conditions upon T. F. performance
2. Effects of wind gust upon T. F. performance3. Effects of radar errors upon T. F. performance
4. Effects of minimum clearance setting upon T. F. performance
5. Effects of radar frame time upon T. F. performance

18



6. Performance over various terrain samples7. Actuator behavior during T. F. operation
8. Pilot Integration into an automatic T. F. system

1
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Section 6

CONCLUSIONS

A new and different concept of control for terrain following has beei-,

demonstrated to be feasible, through simulation. Although the program ob-
Jective was not to obtain the beat possible performance, results indicate that
performance obtained during the initial phase is equal to or better than state-
of-the-art. If a desired altitude trajectory which is essentially the theoretical
limit of performance can be generated with practical equipment, the form of
control system simulated will permit the realization oý that trajectory by the
aircraft.

Seventeen different comb~nations of speed, weight, center-of-gravity,
and external configuratton (wing tanks) of the F-105 were investigated to
determine the effects of aircraft dynamics on the automatic terrain following
control problem. It was determined that an altitude loop having adequate
bandwidth for terrain following could not be obtained using a stability aigmen-
tafton system such as that presently on the F- 105 without significart modif I-
cation. An adequate altitude loop over a sufficiently wide range of flight
conditions and aircraft configurations can be synthesized using presently
available self-adaptive techniques for stability augmentation.

The effects of vertical wind gusts upon terrain clearance can be made
negligible with a properly designed altitude loop closed on a high-gain stability
augmentation system. The use of a high-gain stability augmentation system,
however, leads to continuous high-amplitude, high-frequency motion of the
series and power actuators. Sufficient experience with such high-gain systems
is not available to conclude that actuator reliability will not be compromised.

The basic control approach is not unduly sensitive to random errors of
the magnitude to be expected from a vertically-scannLg, on-boresightradar
presently available. The required period between successive vertical radar-
scans can be as high as 8 seconds at aircraft speeds up to Mach 1. 2 without
seriously compromising performance. Frame time of the radar has noeffect
upon control stability.

A manual mode of control which permits performance esaentially equal
to that obtained by the automatic system was simulated. However, the per-
centage of the pilot's attention that would be necessary to achieve these results
was considered to be excessively high. No difficulty occ u red in entering man-
ua. from automatic control or in entering automatic from manual control.

It is estimated that the performance indicated by simulation results can
readily be achieved with a size, weight, cost, and reliability of equipment
which is consistent with tactical aircraft recTairennents.
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Section 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

A significant reduction in average clearance can be achieved within the
same Acceleration limits (magnitude) by a better estimate of the desired alti-
tude trajectory. It ,ias been demonstrated that this problem can be attacked
without a simultaneous consideration of control system stability. If the two-
point boundary value problem can be solved with a practical mechanization,
then the "ideal profile" suggested by CAL should be obtainable over anyterrain
at any speed. It is recommended that a primary effort be applied to a practical
solution of this latter problem for the terrain following application.

The simulation should be extended to include continuous velocity scah.n.g.
No partlcular problems are foreseen for the most likely range of flight con-
dltlona. At very low speeds, however, the relatively large variations in speed,
without throttle control, could present some difficulties that have not been suf-
ficiently expk red.

A great deal of irformation on the future behavior of tCe system, such
as predicted altitude, is potentially available and should be of coIslderable
value as a "confidence* form of display. Similarly, for manual operation, It
Is possible to display not only the present, but the future command in contin-
uous form. A study of the specific information of a predictive character and
the form that it should take in order to best utilize the capabilities of the pilot
is recommended.

System operaticn without the use of a radar altimeter should be explored
in more detai•. For the same level of performance, a more accurate radar
may be required, but the smotlier ride that results from omission of the altim-
eter in the control loop may have substantial advantage.

A specific form of failure detection should be simulated in detail. The
amount of dec.sion time availavle to the pilot should be determined, and con-
sideration given to an alternate-mode decision process.

A potential problem has been reported with regard to the behavior of the
stabflator actuators. It is recommernded that further study be made with the
purpose of deter,.-n•ng a specific solution. This should be conducted with a
dampLag sensor-gain :hanger operating as a part of the seif-adaptlve control
simulation. Furtlher study is recommendeed in the areas of pow-er actuator
dar-ic varlatio,:s ar.d ccrntrl oead•.•ad.

It Is recomnmended that plans be made to carry out a flight test to further
the development of an advance control system with capabilities demonstrated
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I by this effort. Such flight test could be made In a manner to by-pass the need
for a forward-looking-radar and a 'highly reliable' flight control. By planningthis flight test to parallel further simulation study, a methodical step can bemade to a Complete flight test In an expeditious manner and bring such a aystento an operational phase efficiently.

I
I
I
I
I
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